Crime Statistics Released
Annual Clery Act statistics become public to students

Jeanie Clery | Crime statistics

Act/Crime | 2013 | 2012
Rape | 4 | 3
Aggravated Assault | 5 | 4
Burglary | 46 | 62
Arson | 1 | 0
Liquor law violations | 98 | 62
Liquor law violations | 4 | 2
Drug abuse violations | 68 | 66
Drug abuse violations | 3 | 2
Bias violations | 1 | 3

Catherine Baxter
Editors in Chief

In order to keep students in the light about crimes on their campus, the Jeanne Clery Act was initiated to keep a public record of crimes. The Clery Act was signed into law on September 13, 1994, and was renamed from the Campus Safety Act in 1998.

“The Clery Act was developed to keep students, prospective students, staff and the external community knowledgeable about crimes that don’t get reported to campus,” said Lieutenant Kieron Barrett of the University Police Department.

This week, the statistics from crimes on campus during 2013 was sent to students via email, which includes information regarding crimes as well as fire safety information about the campus. It also includes a list of crime prevention tips on topics such as the emergency “blue lights” found around campus in case students need to quickly contact UPD.

Some of the numbers have increased and some have decreased from year to year. The following are some of the statistics from the 2013 Jeanne Clery Act report:

Forcible rapes, five aggravated assaults, 46 burglaries, 98 liquor law violations, 68 drug abuse violations, 3 bias violations.

Some students think the Clery Act is a positive thing, but think the report being published once a year is not enough. “The Jeanne Clery Act is definitely a good thing; it makes everyone aware of what’s going on,” said student Osama Aboughazaleh.

“I would definitely do work on updating it more often than once a year since 2014 is almost over and they won’t have [this year’s statistics] until this time next year,” said a student.

The Clery Act was developed to keep students, prospective students, staff and the external community knowledgeable about crimes that don’t get reported to campus, said Lieutenant Kieron Barrett of the University Police Department.

Memorializing the Battle Against ALS
Yogi Berra crafts honorary exhibit

Jayne Gugliacci
News Editor

With the spark of the ALS Ice Bucket Challenge this past summer, the technology world as a whole became more aware of the presence and lasting effects of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, known commonly as Lou Gehrig’s Disease.

However, restricted mass media coverage over social media failed to address one major point - those behind the scene that sent cold water shivering down the spines of millions. At Montclair State, the Yogi Berra Museum and Learning Center is working to share the answer the public had so often forgotten to mention in their Yogi Berra act: The creation of “The Luckiest Man,” a proper tribute to the baseball legend, Lou Gehrig, as well as Boston College baseball star Pete Frates was placed on display for the whole community to see.

Despite his battle with ALS, Gehrig famously declared himself as “the luckiest man on the face of the earth” in his final goodbye speech in attendance, the room was certainly silent as the array of audiences took to the stage.

Dilic had so often forgotten to mention in their Yogi Berra act: The creation of “TheLuckiestMan”, a proper tribute to the baseball legend, Lou Gehrig, as well as Boston College baseball star Pete Frates was placed on display for the whole community to see.

- Dave Kaplan, Director of the Yogi Berra Museum and Learning Center

Economic Advice Comes in New Form
Community learns how to make it big in today’s society

Monika Raju
Managing Editor

In today’s modern society, it is not that unusual for business owners to think about ways to make the economic environment in their favor, but expectations for students to think the same are a bit far fetched.

For this reason, on Tuesday, Sept. 30, the Financial Center for Entrepreneurship hosted the Do-It-Yourself Economy.

The two-hour panel was held on the 7th floor of University Hall and housed a variety of audience members including faculty from both Montclair State and a variety of other universities, students and local business owners and reporters.

The discussion was led by David Breunig, the host of NPR's Marketplace: Money, Business and the Economy.

Marketplace Money Report is the most popular business program in the United States and inpires members of the business community across the country. With this being true, it is no wonder so many buckled to the event to hear Breunig.

Monika Raju | Featuring The Do-It-Yourself Economy

“Tusk’: Protege of the Human Centipede

Entertainment, p. 17

Sports, p. 20

Return of the Champions
Womens soccer puts forward a strong effort with the 2004 NJAC Champions in attendance.

Melissa Altieri | The Montclarion’s rick’s words of wisdom. The event was geared towards encouraging young entrepreneurs to begin their own business endeavors, whether it is starting their own business or launching a new product.

With so many in the audience, the room was certainly silent as the array of speakers took to the stage.

The panel included Suja Pi, co-founder and CEO of The Summit, Jeff Pelt, co-founder and COO of Work Market and Marc de Vincen, Professor of Practice in the Business Program.

Panelists share their experience with Montclair’s School of Business.

Monika Raju | Featuring The Do-It-Yourself Economy

“Tusk’: Protege of the Human Centipede
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Return of the Champions
Womens soccer puts forward a strong effort with the 2004 NJAC Champions in attendance.

Melissa Altieri | The Montclarion’s
CORRECTIONS

The Montclarion willingly corrects its factual errors. If you think there is a mistake in a story, please call Editor-in-Chief Catherine at ext. 5230.

In Issue #4, Jeff Isler from Fire Safety was incorrectly titled as “Jeff Isler.” In the same story, the phone number for UPD was listed as ex. 55552, when it should read ex. 5222. Also, the Chartwells photo on Nov. 28, 1928.
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Pelican
Police
Report

On September 24
Student Charles Barber, 23, of West Orange, N.J. was arrested with criminal trespassing for entering Sinatra Hall. Barber is scheduled to appear in Little Municipal Falls Court.

On September 26
A student reported an act of theft from her secured vehicle while in the New Jersey Transit Deck. This case is under investigation.

On September 27
Student Richard Lowe, 24, of Clifton, N.J. was arrested and charged with unlawful possession of a weapon, obstruction of justice and disorderly conduct for his involvement in an incident that occurred outside of Paul Hall. Lowe is scheduled to appear in Little Municipal Falls Court.

On September 29
Non-students Nicholas Ward, 18 and Aiden Moran, 18, of Glen Ridge, N.J. were arrested and charged with possession of marijuana while behind the softball stadium. Both parties are scheduled to appear in Little Falls Municipal Court.

On September 30
Students Aram Monokian, 18, of Morrisville, N.J., Anthony Acampora, 18, of Freehold, N.J. and Alexander Simson, 18, of Want. N.J. were arrested and charged with possession of marijuana while in Bohn Hall. All parties are scheduled to appear in Clifton Municipal Court.

On September 30
Student Joseph McCarthy, 18, of Bloomfield, N.J. was arrested and charged with possession of marijuana, possession of drug paraphernalia and unlawful possession of alcohol while in Gibson Hall. McCarthy is scheduled to appear in Little Falls Municipal Court.

On September 30
Student Fidencio Flores, 23, of Manassas, N.J. was arrested and charged with simple assault, an act of domestic violence and possession of prescription drugs in Hawk Crossings. Flores is scheduled to appear in Little Falls Municipal Court.

Anyone who has information regarding these incidents is urged to call the police station at 244-5177. All calls are strictly confidential.

Calling All Writers!

News needs your help.

You can be our next Staff Writer!

E-mail us:
msunews@gmail.com
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Peak Performances

WORLD PREMIERE

Alarm Will Sound
Mind Out of Matter

Composed by Scott Johnson
Conducted by Alan Pierson
Featuring the sampled voice of philosopher Daniel C. Dennett

Oct. 4 – 8:00 p.m.
Oct. 5 – 3:00 p.m.

Peak Performances
© The Alexander Kasser Theater
Creation Without Compromise

973-655-5112 | www.peakperfs.org
Convenient parking in the Red Hawk Deck

The program will include the demonstration by Vocal Titans and an art auction to benefit SMART.
It won’t be as recent or up-to-date as the version you just saw that they have something like that online.

Additionally, some students were saying that there had been a lot more to come. "First, they advertised on their website and presented their idea to the information provider to make sure that people knew about it," explained Lt. Barrett. The reasoning was simple: "This is not a wake up call to the community, but it does alert people to the potential for such crimes in the future."

Additionally, the numbers listed above do not take into account other aspects of crime. According to the university's crime prevention report, the rates of reported crimes have significantly increased in recent years. The university has taken steps to improve safety and security, but crime remains a concern for students and faculty alike.

The university’s crime prevention report covers the period from July 1, 2012 to June 30, 2013. The report indicates that the university has seen a rise in certain types of crimes, including vandalism, theft, and assault. The report notes that the university has increased its security measures and improved its communication with the student body.

"Our goal is to make sure that the university is a safe and welcoming place for all its students," said Lt. Barrett. "We want to make sure that our students feel safe and secure while on campus."

The report also highlights the university’s efforts to educate students about crime prevention and safety. The university offers a variety of resources to help students stay safe, including the university’s police department, the campus safety and security office, and the student safety and security officers.

"We encourage students to stay informed and to take steps to protect themselves," said Lt. Barrett. "By being aware of the risks and taking steps to prevent crime, we can work together to create a safer campus for everyone."

Additionally, the university has implemented a number of initiatives to improve student safety, including the creation of a student safety and security office, the implementation of a new campus safety and security plan, and the creation of a new student safety and security officer position.

"We are committed to ensuring that our students feel safe and secure while on campus," said Lt. Barrett. "By working together, we can create a safer and more welcoming campus for all."

**THE FOUNDATION FOR A BETTER LIFE**
www.intentsdaily.org
As the weather gets colder, skirts and crop tops are slowly heading towards the back of the closet. If you’re a resident at MSU, you’re probably planning a trip home to swap wardrobes and pick up a few things for colder weather. Here’s a list I’ve compiled of the top fashion essentials for the coming months.

1. **Sweaters**
   
   Since we all started school in the hot summer weather, sweaters are probably something that aren’t currently hanging in your closet. If you’re taking a trip home or have some spare time, definitely dig them out of your attic. You’ll need them soon.

2. **Knit cardigans**
   
   Cardigans and sweaters are pretty much the epitome of fashion from October through February. Although neutral cardigans are great for any outfit, a thick, printed one is always a must. They tend to be as soft as a blanket. Who could say no to wearing a blanket to your 9:30 a.m. math class across campus?

3. **Knee socks**
   
   When it’s not snowing but not too sunny, knee socks are a lot more stylish than regular tights. They look awesome with pieces like dresses, skirts and even shorts. Soft, knit socks are super comfortable and perfect for keeping your legs warm.

4. **Jackets**
   
   Motorcycle jackets are great for this time of year. They are perfect over sweaters. Layering is the answer for dressing up during these months. You never know when Dickson’s heat will be pumped up full blast or when the heat will stop working in your friend’s dorm. The best solution is layering on tops to take on and off depending on the weather.

5. **Joggers**
   
   Joggers are the clothing piece between leggings and sweatpants. They are not skin-tight like leggings, but are also not super baggy and unflattering like most sweatpants. They are perfect for when you don’t feel like trying to look fashionable but still want to. They also come in a variety of colors and prints, but I suggest going with a heather grey. You can find them all over, so pick them up on your weekend home or next time you’re at the mall.

6. **Sweater dresses**
   
   If you’re like me, you’re not looking forward to saying goodbye to floral sundresses and skater skirts. Luckily, there are dresses appropriate for chillier weather: sweater dresses. Dresses with long sleeves are perfect for the next few months and are perfect for sporting graphic tights and leggings with. While it’s not freezing, opt for dresses like this cotton one with a plaid flannel tied around your waist, knee socks and sneakers.

7. **Boots**
   
   Boots are definitely a go-to shoe for fall and winter. There are so many comfortable pairs out there to change up your typical Converse or moccasin look. Try getting a pair that fold down to show off a cool pattern like these. The best part about combat boots as opposed to Uggs is that you can wear them in the rain or even snow (as long as they aren’t suede or nubuck). Style tip: Try folding one down but not the other.

8. **Printed leggings**
   
   Leggings don’t have to be a boring neutral color; there are an endless amount of different printed leggings. A cozy pair is perfect for chilly days. They look great with oversized slouchy sweaters for an instant outfit. Plenty of stores sell leggings with a fleece lining to keep your legs warm and make you feel like you’re wearing sweatpants.

9. **Beanies**
   
   Similar to a graphic tee, graphic beanies are a great way to make conversations. They are a great alternative to graphic tshirts since soon enough all we’ll be wearing sweaters instead. Find one with a funny message like this. They’re perfect for bad hair days, too!

10. **Scarfs**
    
    Scarves are a must-have winter accessory. They are another instant outfit accessory to throw over a plain top and run off to class. Of course, they’re also great for the snowball fights on the quad, too! Be sure to have one on hand for the cold weather.

Even though we’re still transitioning into fall, sweater weather will be in full swing soon enough. Don’t be the girl in shorts and tee because you forgot to grab the right clothes from home last weekend or take them out of your attic. I hope you figure out exactly what you’ll need to stay comfortable and fashionable in the coming months.
Fall In Love
5 of the Best Autumn Inspired Romance Ideas

1. Have a picnic
Going on a picnic with your significant other is a classic way to enjoy the fall season. Nature and its colors offer a beautiful backdrop for a romantic date. Include some of your favorite food and drinks, and don’t forget a blanket for comfort! The crisp air and foliage create a magical atmosphere.

2. Cook together
Everyone knows the autumn is the season of love – where the leaves turn red and the temperatures drop. It’s a perfect time to get creative in the kitchen. Plan a meal that celebrates the season, maybe a hearty stew or a cozy soup.

3. Go camping
I know, the idea of sleeping in a tent in the middle of the woods with no plumbing, electricity, or Netflix could be pretty scary for most of us. Instead of putting your survival skills to the test all in the name of romance, modify this timeless classic. Have a backyard camping trip. Pack up and set up your tent in your backyard. Enjoy the fresh air, stars, and quietness of the night.

4. Create a backyard movie theater
A movie night is a timeless idea. However, if you put a little twist to this classic, it becomes a little more romantic. You could set up an outdoor movie theater in your backyard. Project a favorite movie on a screen and have some popcorn and your favorite drinks to enjoy.

5. Make jack-o-lanterns
No matter what age you are, you are never too old to carve a pumpkin. In fact, studies show that doing something you used to adore as a child boosts your energy, increases creativity, and promotes all-around feel-good vibes. Doing such an activity with a significant other also promotes connectedness and deepens the already existent bond. It’s a fun way to spend time together and create something beautiful.

For those of you who would like to create your own original romantic atmosphere, just remember that you really don’t need me to tell you how. It all takes imagination, creativity, and time. Remember that romance isn’t just for us. Men want to feel special, too.

Student Spotlight: Scholarships, Prom and More!

Jessica Mahmoud
Staff Writer

Malika Green is a junior here at Montclair State, majoring in Animation. The 13-year-old, who grew up in New Jersey and Successful Women’s Book of New Jersey and Successful Men’s Book of New Jersey, released her first book, “Ride or Die” on April 17, 2015. She has become extremely successful and continues to write music for the stage and screen. According to the book, she learned to be persistent and don’t let anyone put you down, you can do it.

There’s no time like the present, even as a college student, to start your career. You don’t always need to have a degree to follow your dreams. Green is very happy with her success and plans to continue it for years to come.
In 2011, approximately 5 percent of Americans considered themselves to be vegetarians, according to PETA. This number is steadily growing. In honor of World Vegetarian Day, Oct. 1, here are some of the top reasons you may want to consider switching to a vegetarian eating pattern or at least reducing your intake of meat.

**Meatless Mondays, anyone?**

It may help you to eat healthier

Any type of eating pattern can easily go either way, either resulting in an unhealthy diet or a healthy one. Vegetarianism done right can definitely lead to a healthy diet full of lots of fruits, vegetables and lean sources of protein. Because vegetarianism cuts out meat, it can greatly reduce levels of cholesterol and saturated fats that are in most meat. The 2010 Dietary Guidelines for Americans said vegetarians tend to have lower body fat percentage and live longer thanks to their meat-free diet.

**It helps the environment**

The raising and production of livestock produces an enormous amount of greenhouse gases. These can have damaging affects on the environment. By eliminating or reducing your intake of meat, you are not contributing as much to this industry and the damage it is causing on the environment.

**Eating meat almost always supports animal cruelty**

Although there are ways to get more-humane meat such as "grass fed" beef, the majority of meat and poultry in this country is a result of CAFOs (Confined Animal Feeding Operations), also known as factory farming. Factory farming often includes cruel practices in crowded and dirty factories. By taking out meat, you can take away support of these types of operations. Another way to avoid this is to find a local farm that can tell you all about their grass-fed animals.

**It can add variety to your food**

The decision to cut meat out of just one meal a week leads to the discoveries of new ways to get protein such as tempeh or chickpeas that you may otherwise not have known about. Being vegetarian also tends to go hand-in-hand with higher consumption of fruits and vegetables. The Internet is a great source for you to find all new types of produce included in interesting vegetarian options.

**It may help you to eat healthier**

Any type of eating pattern can easily go either way, either resulting in an unhealthy diet or a healthy one. Vegetarianism done right can definitely lead to a healthy diet full of lots of fruits, vegetables and lean sources of protein. Because vegetarianism cuts out meat, it can greatly reduce levels of cholesterol and saturated fats that are in most meat. The 2010 Dietary Guidelines for Americans said vegetarians tend to have lower body fat percentage and live longer thanks to their meat-free diet.

**Join Now**

Players needed all over Central Jersey, North Jersey and New York

To join, email: info@worldwidesportsleagues.com

---

Kimberly Asman
Staff Writer

Why You May Want to Consider Going Vegetarian, or Cutting Back on Meat

Eating meat almost always supports animal cruelty

Although there are ways to get more-humane meat such as "grass fed" beef, the majority of meat and poultry in this country is a result of CAFOs (Confined Animal Feeding Operations), also known as factory farming. Factory farming often includes cruel practices in crowded and dirty factories. By taking out meat, you can take away support of these types of operations. Another way to avoid this is to find a local farm that can tell you all about their grass-fed animals.

It helps the environment

The raising and production of livestock produces an enormous amount of greenhouse gases. These can have damaging affects on the environment. By eliminating or reducing your intake of meat, you are not contributing as much to this industry and the damage it is causing on the environment.

Eating meat almost always supports animal cruelty

Although there are ways to get more-humane meat such as "grass fed" beef, the majority of meat and poultry in this country is a result of CAFOs (Confined Animal Feeding Operations), also known as factory farming. Factory farming often includes cruel practices in crowded and dirty factories. By taking out meat, you can take away support of these types of operations. Another way to avoid this is to find a local farm that can tell you all about their grass-fed animals.

It helps the environment

The raising and production of livestock produces an enormous amount of greenhouse gases. These can have damaging affects on the environment. By eliminating or reducing your intake of meat, you are not contributing as much to this industry and the damage it is causing on the environment.

Eating meat almost always supports animal cruelty

Although there are ways to get more-humane meat such as "grass fed" beef, the majority of meat and poultry in this country is a result of CAFOs (Confined Animal Feeding Operations), also known as factory farming. Factory farming often includes cruel practices in crowded and dirty factories. By taking out meat, you can take away support of these types of operations. Another way to avoid this is to find a local farm that can tell you all about their grass-fed animals.

It helps the environment

The raising and production of livestock produces an enormous amount of greenhouse gases. These can have damaging affects on the environment. By eliminating or reducing your intake of meat, you are not contributing as much to this industry and the damage it is causing on the environment.

Eating meat almost always supports animal cruelty

Although there are ways to get more-humane meat such as "grass fed" beef, the majority of meat and poultry in this country is a result of CAFOs (Confined Animal Feeding Operations), also known as factory farming. Factory farming often includes cruel practices in crowded and dirty factories. By taking out meat, you can take away support of these types of operations. Another way to avoid this is to find a local farm that can tell you all about their grass-fed animals.

It helps the environment

The raising and production of livestock produces an enormous amount of greenhouse gases. These can have damaging affects on the environment. By eliminating or reducing your intake of meat, you are not contributing as much to this industry and the damage it is causing on the environment.

Eating meat almost always supports animal cruelty

Although there are ways to get more-humane meat such as "grass fed" beef, the majority of meat and poultry in this country is a result of CAFOs (Confined Animal Feeding Operations), also known as factory farming. Factory farming often includes cruel practices in crowded and dirty factories. By taking out meat, you can take away support of these types of operations. Another way to avoid this is to find a local farm that can tell you all about their grass-fed animals.

It helps the environment

The raising and production of livestock produces an enormous amount of greenhouse gases. These can have damaging affects on the environment. By eliminating or reducing your intake of meat, you are not contributing as much to this industry and the damage it is causing on the environment.

Eating meat almost always supports animal cruelty

Although there are ways to get more-humane meat such as "grass fed" beef, the majority of meat and poultry in this country is a result of CAFOs (Confined Animal Feeding Operations), also known as factory farming. Factory farming often includes cruel practices in crowded and dirty factories. By taking out meat, you can take away support of these types of operations. Another way to avoid this is to find a local farm that can tell you all about their grass-fed animals.

It helps the environment

The raising and production of livestock produces an enormous amount of greenhouse gases. These can have damaging affects on the environment. By eliminating or reducing your intake of meat, you are not contributing as much to this industry and the damage it is causing on the environment.
Babysitter wanted 24-32 hours a week to manage 3 kids 12-8 yrs. Mon, Wed, Thurs. Looking for a “take charge” person with previous experience. Non-smoker, fluent in English. Driving not necessary. Call Melissa 973-707-7088 or email Mlisemonary@yahoo.com.

PT/After School Nursery wanted for 3 children ages 7, & 12. Mon-Fri 5:30-6:30 p.m. Requires driving to activities, help with homework, light cooking for kids dinner & light cleaning/organizing. Call Helen 917-656-6006 or 973-748-0876 or email helen.appelbaum@gmail.com.

PT Driving Sitter for 6 year old boy & 3 year old girl in Montclair. Boy has minor special needs, but both are fun & sweet. P/T & F/T - Little Angels School House Chatham, NJ is looking for Energetic individuals. Duties include implementing lesson plans & assisting with meals/snack/lunch/dinner/potty training. Contact Jade 973-981-7900 or jademy leavingverizon.net.

After school Driver/Minder for cheerful 6th grade boy. 3-4 hours, 2-5 days per wk. Flexible! Drive to lessons & practice, oversee homework, M/F encouraged to call Elizabeth at 917-576-6220 or email EJuviler@verizon.net. Please include references.

Montclair after-school “Driver” needed for two kids ages 13 & 11. Flexible hours. Minimum weekly fee. Call Beth 973-619-6606 or email Binkowski2@yahoo.com.

Fairfield, NJ based Internet Startup looking for recent college grads or very ambitious college students. $30,000 plus first year & Vested Retirement Plan within 24 months of hire. Complete company training for qualified individuals. Call Pat (973) 698-7582 or email resume to pgiglio@pagelink.com.

Montclair nursery wanted for 2 children 5 days a week in Montclair. Driving clean record a must, as driving kids to activities is required. Also homework help & light cooking/cleaning. Call Wendy at 201-206-2851.

P/T & PT - Little Angels School House CHATHAM, NJ is looking for energetic individuals. Duties include implementing lesson plans & assisting with meals/snack/lunch/dinner/potty training. Contact Jade 973-981-7900 or jademy leavingverizon.net.

PT Experienced, energetic, reliable babysitters wanted for our 7 year old son in Nutley. Must have valid driver’s license & clean record. Also have a sweet golden retriever, so comfort with dogs is also a must. Email Liz at lmplwd@gmail.com. Please include references.

Fairfield, NJ based Internet Startup looking for recent college grads or very ambitious college students. $30,000 plus first year & Vested Retirement Plan within 24 months of hire. Complete company training for qualified individuals. Call Pat (973) 698-7582 or email resume to pgiglio@pagelink.com.

P/T Dependantable / Responsible Babysitter wanted for friend's Maplewood family - 2 children 12 & 16. Tuesdays & Thursdays (Wed, possible) from 2:45 to 7:00 p.m. Driving to activities (both kids) and supervising homework (for 12 year old). Must have valid driver's license & clean record. Also have a sweet golden retriever, so comfort with dogs is also a must. Email Liz at lmplwd@gmail.com. Please include references.

After School Driver/Minder for cheerful 6th grade boy. 3-4 hours, 2-5 days per wk. Flexible! Drive to lessons & practice, oversee homework, M/F encouraged to call Elizabeth at 917-576-6220 or email EJuviler@verizon.net.

Fairfield, NJ based Internet Startup looking for recent college grads or very ambitious college students. $30,000 plus first year & Vested Retirement Plan within 24 months of hire. Complete company training for qualified individuals. Call Pat (973) 698-7582 or email resume to pgiglio@pagelink.com.

OSUAN General Membership Meeting Every Tuesday from 7:30-9:00 p.m. Student Center Cafeteria BC Hosted By: Organization of Students for African Unity Contact: mas.osau@gmail.com.

OSUAN General Gospel Choir Rehearsal Every Monday from 6 - 8 p.m. and every Wednesday from 7-7:30 p.m. Student Center Cafeteria BC Hosted By: Organization of Students for African Unity Contact: mas.osau@gmail.com.

Sunday Night Mass Every Sunday at 9:30 p.m. Student Center Cafeteria BC Hosted By: Newman Catholic Campus Ministry Contact: muscatholic@gmail.com.

Dance Marathon for the Children’s Specialized Hospital Dec. 6 from noon to 5 pm. Student Center Ballrooms Hosted By: Montclair Miracles Contact: montclairmiracles@gmail.com

Montclair Mondays: 22 Jump Street and Think Like a Man II Monday, Oct. 6 First movie at 7:45 p.m., second movie at 10 p.m. Bowling Tuesday, Oct. 7 from 7 to 9 p.m. Brunswick Zone in Belleville, N.J. Free pizza and sodas! Happier Hour Wednesday, Oct. 8 from 2:30 to 5 p.m. Rathskeller Lounge Karaoke Party and Light Show Thursday, Oct. 9 from 8 to 10 p.m. Rathskeller Lounge Free Food!

Commuter Student Appreciation Lunch Friday, Oct. 10 at noon in University Hall Free for the first 100 students!

Commuter Students Take the City Saturday, Oct. 11 at noon sharp Meet at Port Authority For more information and additional events, visit facebook.com/MontclairStateCares.

For Sale

Vanity with Cushioned Chair & Matching Mirror, asking for $130.00. Call 201-401-2017.


Save $$$ - Female Students / Grads: Summer / Fall Room Rentals May - August or 2014 school year. Furnished, across from Campus! Internet included! Singles or Shared. Rooms Available May. Call 973-778-1584.

For Rent

Private Room w/Bath for Female. Near Campus off Valley Road in Clifton. Available immediately. $500.00 per month. Call Joan 973-278-7294.

Classifieds

OSUAN General Membership Meeting Every Tuesday from 7:30-9:00 p.m. Student Center Cafeteria BC Hosted By: Organization of Students for African Unity Contact: mas.osau@gmail.com.

OSUAN General Gospel Choir Rehearsal Every Monday from 6 - 8 p.m. and every Wednesday from 7-7:30 p.m. Student Center Cafeteria BC Hosted By: Organization of Students for African Unity Contact: mas.osau@gmail.com.

Sunday Night Mass Every Sunday at 9:30 p.m. Student Center Cafeteria BC Hosted By: Newman Catholic Campus Ministry Contact: muscatholic@gmail.com.

Dance Marathon for the Children’s Specialized Hospital Dec. 6 from noon to 5 pm. Student Center Ballrooms Hosted By: Montclair Miracles Contact: montclairmiracles@gmail.com
LOVE TO DRAW?
Submit your comics/cartoons to The Montclarion at
msuproduction@gmail.com
Question of the Week

Do you think colleges spend more time helping current students or building a better college for prospective students?

Christopher Thompson
Audio and Sound Design
Junior

I feel like colleges spend more time on building their future. A lot of money gets invested in expanding the campus and bringing in more students, bringing in bigger freshman classes to give the campus more of a community atmosphere. But if you look at who they're very helpful with the teachers when it comes to helping current students because it's not the best way to assess at Six Flags leads to coma

Disorganization at Au Bon Pain

Water shut-offs in Detroit

opportunity for Montclair [State] to be a great fit for anyone who wants to come here. It's home for me. I have lived on campus for three years and I love it.

Alicia Luecke-Daley
Psychology
Senior

I certainly think Montclair is starting to think more about future students. We just got rid of the policy that you need a certain SAT score to get into the school. It's really not fair if that's totally helpful to future students or not, but I really think it's good either way, especially depending on if you come in with an undeclared major or if you're changing your major from something you were already majoring in. It was graphic design freshman year and now I've switched four times since then and they were a little bit unhelpful. It's hard to explain. I really think it can go either way when it comes to that.

Margaux Gutierrez
Psychology
Senior

I believe both based on the fact that current students are allowed to go to teachers if they need to, speak to advisors if they need to, and they're connected to the teachers. Most advisors who will stay past their office hours just to go through exercises or answer the same weird email I've sent at 3 a.m. without judgment. We wholeheartedly think these professors for helping to remind us that the major goal of higher education is to gain a specialized set of knowledge and skills in our prospective career fields. Yet, with some of the changes occurring on the campus, we feel Montclair State may be opening the admissions pipeline, not to enrich educational experience but for monetary gain.

For example, Montclair State University no longer requires students to submit their SAT scores to gain admission as an undergraduate. While we do think that the SAT is a biased tool and not the best way to assess whether a student will succeed in college, we are not sure if these are the reasons for the revocation of the previous requirement. Instead, the more open admissions process allows for less selectivity, which allows more students to gain entrance and pay tuition fees. For the past two years, Montclair State has already seen influxes of accepted undergraduate students and class sizes appear to be growing larger and larger without limit. With these patterns, it seems that Montclair State wants to expand, although they have no long-term plans to build more housing and parking spaces and have even taken previously available parking spaces away from commuter students. With the university increasing the amount of students on campus and not increasing the amount of housing and parking on campus to accommodate these students, we have to ask, why are more students being accepted with no change to the occupancy situation on campus? If the education of students really is the number-one priority, then shouldn't the university make accommodations so that all students can comfortably receive that experience? Instead, our housing waiting lists are bursting with names and parking lots are packed full, leaving the accessibility of education in question.

Another qualm we have with institutions of higher education is the means with which that information reaches students. Many professors who teach at Montclair State and other colleges are adjuncts, professors who do not hold full-time positions and benefits. Adjunct professors make very little money in comparison to tenured professors and they are expected to provide students a high quality of education for a low salary. Adjunct professors are often not regularly evaluated, especially if they only teach a handful of classes at Montclair State. Again, if universities want us to believe that our education is their number-one priority, why don't they dedicate more time to assessing the teaching skills of adjuncts and spend more money to make the many wonderful full-time adjuncts who teach here full-time, tenured employees, who receive the financial support they deserve for their teaching skills?

Residents cannot have if they are not able to be on campus in order to receive an education, overcrowding undergraduate into residence halls and parking decks which cannot contain them inhibits the education process. Additionally, providing professors with the benefits they deserve for their services might help to reassure us that our administrators have our backs as much as our professors do. Although college is becoming more expensive, it still retains some of the educational ideals of the past.
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Colorado teachers protest nationalist changes to AP US History curriculum

Scary spooky skeletons
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MSU students comment on gender equality and the HeForShe movement

Columnists Evaluate UN Campaign

The UN WOMEN'S New campaign called HeForShe.

A theme that comes out in the speeches of women is that men need to join the movement to achieve gender equality.

The HeForShe movement is important for both men and women.

The Montclarion.

The Montclarion.

Emma Watson delivers her speech on gender equality for the HeForShe campaign.

The Montclarion.

The Montclarion.

The Montclarion.

The Montclarion.
Soccer star's domestic abuse case should deserve its just desserts

Is it because players like Rice and Peterson are "re-paintable," but women's soccer needs to hold onto its stars? Let's also not forget about when Solo lashed her coach and telemetry in this article in 2007 after being benched in the 4-0 loss to Brazil in the World Cup semifinals, or when she testified positive for a banned substance before the 2012 Olympics but received only learning from the US Anti-Doping Agency. The USWNT is preparing for the World Cup qualifiers with Solo in the net. Rice received an initial two-game suspension until TMZ released the second video revealing what happened inside the elevator in Atlantic City. Rice and the NFL suspended her indefinitely later that day. Solo received no punishment from US Women's Soccer. Nike immediately dropped Adrian Peterson after being accused of child abuse. She still sponsored and Nike declined to comment. Why?

"Solving the problem in the NFL while ignoring the issues elsewhere would accomplish little as a whole," wrote John Smallwood for the Philadelphia Daily News. "If we are going to address domestic abuse, let's address it, regardless of the status of the accuser or perpetrator."

Women athletes are constantly fighting to be treated equally. If this is the case, then why is Solo still playing?

---

Samantha Roman, a Television and Digital Media major, is in her first year as a columnist for The Montclarion.

---

Contact The Montclarion's opinion section at msoopinion@gmail.com to find out more about publishing your opinions.

---

WHAT DO YOU HAVE TO SAY?

Contact The Montclarion's opinion section at msoopinion@gmail.com to find out more about publishing your opinions.

---

The Voices In Our Webs

visit our website @ www.themontclarion.org to get your comments in print

---

Main editors appear on the first page of the Opinion section. They are unsigned articles that represent the opinion of the editorial board on a particular issue. Columns are written by individuals and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of Montclarion staff.
In true Sons of Anarchy fashion, things are beginning to fall apart in Charming. Though carry- ing a nice amount of tension, the season’s remaining episodes haven’t really kicked started the season into gear. Like and behold, “Poor Little Lamb” looks to be the first domino. This episode featured a lot of action and fine character beats, as I’m hoping this theme is maintained throughout the remainder of the season.

Not that the show has been lacking quality, but since the start of Season 5, it hasn’t really felt like the final season of a show like this. The increased run time of the episodes felt a bit fruitless, but with this episode I welcomed it. A lot went down and, again, it’s going to be very intense moving down the road with SAMCRO.

It was nice that this epi- sode took a break from the monster unleashed in Jax and took time to focus on aspects of the other character. Within SAMCRO, seeing Tig and Venus Van Dam together again was actually a good break from all the action. It isn’t treated with comic relief but rather with some nice development for Tig’s character. Walton Goggins’ portrayal of Venus is always such a terrifyingly fun to watch. In “Kiss” dust with Krueger, which I imagine will grow with future episodes.

On the other side of Charming, Juice is begin- ning to deteriorate and it’s quite apparent that both Juice and Gemma are moving very cautiously. Juice has a major part to play this season, and I’m hoping more steps are made sooner rather than later for him to really step up.

For the first time this season, I’m genuinely look- ing forward to next Tues- day to see what happens next. The momentum is there; it just needs to keep going and rising in or- der to have the great last season that so many fans, including myself, are antici- pating. The war has hit Charming, and now it’s about what SAMCRO is going to do next and what the truth is going to really unfold for the MC.

GOTYE: "Heart’s a Mess"

Gotye is an Australian pop singer that started gaining popularity in the home country in 2005, won't until 2010 that he became popular in the US when his song "Somebody That I Used to Know" duet with Kimbra was released. "Heart’s a Mess" is similar with its use of a unique va- riety of instruments. This song will probably take you back to summer and all its endless nights.

GOTYE: "Somebody That I Used to Know"

"Somebody That I Used to Know" was actually a good break from all the action. It isn’t treated with comic relief but rather with some nice development for Tig’s character. Walton Goggins’ portrayal of Venus is always such a terrifying fun to watch. In “Kiss” dust with Krueger, which I imagine will grow with future episodes.

PROPS: "Brand New"

This song has Pharrell’s typical theme of songs before in Game’s “Ain’t No Doubt About It.” These two are a great pair; they’ve actually collaborated on future episodes. Chibs is also set to any episode he is fea- tured in. Chibs is also set to another little romance of his own with the Sheriff, which I imagine will grow with future episodes.

THE KNOCKS (ft. Powers)

"Classic"

Here’s another pop song that will remind you about the summer that we just said goodbye to. The Knocks are a DJ duet, Ben Rattner and James Patterson, who re- minded songs like “I Kissed A Girl” by Katy Perry and “Closer” by Tegan and Sarah. The Guardian has described The Knocks as “midway between David Guetta and Daft Punk.” If you’re a fan of those art- ists, you should definitely check them out.
Big Eyes - official trailer #1

Perhaps the most shocking of movie announcements this year is the trailer for Tim Burton’s Big Eyes. This film tells the true story of painter Margaret Keane, whom gained success by having her husband market the paintings as his own. The film stars Amy Adams as Margaret Keane and Christoph Waltz as her husband, leaving viewers wondering en masse, “Where’s Helena? Where’s Johnny?!” However, if this film is a step back towards the days of Edward Scissorhands, perhaps working backwards is the right direction for Tim Burton.

Meredith Pircher
Contributing Writer

Weekend Update: Pete Davidson Talks Business | Saturday Night Live

Saturday Night Live newcomer Pete Davidson might not be of age, but he certainly does not shy away from discussing adult topics. As the 20-year-old Staten Island native made his SNL debut this weekend, he wasn’t afraid to talk about what he would do for a million dollars. Another thing he was not afraid to reveal was that he was in high school just three years ago. If you’re ever feeling bad about the state of your life, just think about the fact that this young comedian is probably around your age or younger and is doing way cooler things than you are. It may make you feel worse, but watching some of his hilarious stand-up will cheer you up.

Meredith Pircher
Contributing Writer

David Letterman: Stupid Human Tricks 9/26/14

On the Sept. 26 episode of the Late Show with David Letterman, “Stupid Human Tricks” was one of the featured bits. The segment introduced three individuals with, well, exactly what it says on the tin—stupidly weird but oddly awesome tricks. The first is a man who can play “Twinkle Twinkle Little Star” on the… razors. Yup, disposable shaving razors. The second act is a woman who can stick grapes up her nose using her tongue, which looks just as pleasant as it sounds. The final act (someone this writer actually had the pleasure of growing up with), which perhaps is the most impressive of all three, balances a step ladder off of his chin. The human race is truly an amazing specimen.

Meredith Pircher
Contributing Writer

Rutgers School of Public Health

One school, three campuses, eight departments—numerous opportunities to meet your education goals

- New Brunswick Campus
- Newark Campus
- Stratford Campus

- Biostatistics
- Dental Public Health
- Epidemiology
- Environmental and Occupational Health
- Health Education and Behavioral Science
- Health Systems and Policy
- Quantitative Methods
- Health Outcomes, Policy and Economics
- Pharmaceutical Biostatistics

- Post Baccalaureate Certificates
- Master of Public Health (MPH)
- Master of Science (MS)
- Doctor of Public Health (DrPH)
- Doctor of Philosophy (PhD)
- Dual Degree Options Also Available

Make a Difference With a Graduate Degree or Certificate in Public Health

For More Information and to RSVP, call 732-235-9700 or email sphinfo@health.rutgers.edu

sph.rutgers.edu / facebook.com/RutgersSPH / twitter.com/RutgersSPH

Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey
Brazil is Bringing Rock to Vegas

Jasmine Amjad
Staff Writer

Over the last decade, music festivals have become something really popular. These kinds of events such as Coachella and the Governors Ball have massive outreach and social influences that many famous talent and musicians performing their latest hits. But there has been one extraordinary festival that just reached a milestone and is celebrating it in a unique way.

The Brazilian music festival Rock in Rio is one of the biggest music festivals in the world. This year, it will be commemorating its 30-year anniversary. To celebrate, they will be partnering with Metallica and Cirque du Soleil to bring their iconic show to the United States for the first time in May 2015.

To give a preview as to what we can come this spring, Rock in Rio organized a press conference in Times Square where, in addition to announcing the show, the legendary music festival also revealed their exciting lineup. Popular bands and artists who are set to headline include Metallica, Linkin Park, Taylor Swift, Def Leppard, John Legend, Katy Perry and No Doubt.

The fun doesn’t stop with the performances. There will be multiple stages set up in a giant arena capable of holding up to 80,000 people. A giant Ferris wheel, amusement park rides, street dancers and a 400-foot zip line that goes above the main stage will surely keep festival goers entertained when their favorite artist isn’t performing.

The press conference also unveiled a commercial featuring actor Donald Sutherland getting tickets for the festival. Pre-ordered tickets for general admission and VIP passes went live during the press conference as well. General passes, which are available for $289 and daily VIP passes are available for $489. Those with VIP tickets will be treated to a luxurious air conditioned tent with an amazing view of the main stage and an all-inclusive buffet.

Special guests also made an appearance to kick off the event. No Doubt arrived and were presented with a special Rock in Rio guitar in honor of the announcement. Times Squares was then turned into a temporary outdoor concert venue. The public was treated to a special performance by Brazilian/ American metal group Sepultura with Les Tambours Du Bronx, who gave an electrifying performance. However, the night’s biggest surprise came from John Mayer, who made a surprise appearance and played two of his hits, “No Such Thing” and “Gravity,” to the overenthusiastic crowd.

The festival is sure to place high expectations for all music festivals in the future. This year’s festival will surely be a memorable one. As the Vice President of Rock in Rio, Roberto Medin told the press, “From the first Rock in Rio festival in Brazil in 1985 to next year’s anniversary and Las Vegas launch, it’s been an amazing journey with Rock in Rios and the artists that have taken part in the festival.”

The Rock in Rio festival will be held in Las Vegas on May 8 and 9 and May 15 and 16. For more information and to purchase presale tickets, go to rock-rio.com/us.

Photos courtesy of Jasmine Amjad

‘Gotham’: Best Hour of the Knight

Nicholas Da Silva
Staff Writer

Going into the second episode of Fox’s Gotham, I was a little apprehensive as if the writers of this new show could continue to build on the promising foundations they established with last week’s very impressive pilot. The answer is yes. You’d honestly can’t recall the last time that a major network show has gotten my attention so early in its run. If it keeps up at its excellent pace, then I’m definitely in for the ride that’s about to become incredibly enjoyable.

The episode opens with a man and a woman claiming to be members of the verystartling Charles Bukowski-James “Homicide Outlaw” Longworth Program approaching a bunch of street kids and offering them food. The duo seems to be interested in one of the kids, named Honest John and Gideon, yet no closer cues, as most of the kids take the bait and are dragged and killed as a result. The duo makes a homeless man who tries to intervene while Selina Kyle (Camren Bicondova) and an unknown kid manage to escape the only two kids to escape this abhorrent. The homeless man’s murder and the testimony of the street kid found by the GCPD prompts Detective Gordon to begin an investigation into the child-trafficking ring. The partner, Detective Harvey Bullock and GCPD Captain Sara Cavan (Zabryna Guevara) tell him to drop the case.

Another focus of the episode is one of the GCPD’s biggest crime lord in Gotham, The Penguin (John Doman) to become the Mayor of Gotham. His partner, Detective Harvey Bullock and GCPD Captain Sara Cavan (Zabryna Guevara) tell him to drop the case. The Penguin’s new right-hand man, Jeremiah Valeska (Cory Michael Smith) is spreading word that Gotham is becoming a legitimate city.

One character in particular, District Attorney Harvey Bullock. The witty and sarcastic Harvey’s inquisitive nature and quick wit certainly make his character enjoyable to watch. Harvey is a man of integrity and a straight-talking detective who always has a good sense of humor. His quips and banter with Gordon and Bullock are always entertaining and his interactions with these two characters, especially between Detectives Bullock and Harvey, are some of the best moments in the show. Yet, Harvey’s quick wit is not the only thing that makes him a great character, his determination and loyalty to his partner, Harvey Bullock, is quite evident throughout the episode. Harvey and Bullock have become a dynamic duo that could produce some really compelling drama on the show.

From beginning to end, the episode keeps the viewer engaged thanks to its great sense of pacing. There’s not a dull moment where the viewer is left wanting. Harvey’s own personal and professional issues fill in the audience’s need for the personal story of the episode. However, Gordon’s revealed his true self and revealed his past in a crucial point in the episode. The script is full of fantastic interplay between all of the characters, especially between Detectives Gordon and Bullock. The well-written script also contains some excellent moments of dark comedy that serves as welcome relief from the dramatically heavy plot and give this show a legitimate feel of fun.

If I were to have some issues with the episode, I’d say that the editing can be choppy at certain points with certain scenes containing too many cuts in between shots, rather than letting certain shots breathe. Also, the Gotham City Police Department feels like it’s the same old city police force. Perhaps showing another character with a more refined background like Harvey, would give us a better sense of what Gotham’s like.

The strong performances from every member of the ensemble, the engaging plot and the cracking dialogue all came together to make this episode a memorable one. The show is on fire and looking likeable without feeling too constructed, the character of Kyle already seems primed to become a very entertaining piece of this ensemble show. The same goes with Oswald, whose absence of development has made me curious about how his arc will affect the city of Gotham when he makes his return.

The strong performances from every member of the ensemble, the engaging plot and the cracking dialogue all came together to make this episode a memorable one. The show is on fire and looking likeable without feeling too constructed, the character of Kyle already seems primed to become a very entertaining piece of this ensemble show. The same goes with Oswald, whose absence of development has made me curious about how his arc will affect the city of Gotham when he makes his return.

The strong performances from every member of the ensemble, the engaging plot and the cracking dialogue all came together to make this episode a memorable one. The show is on fire and looking likeable without feeling too constructed, the character of Kyle already seems primed to become a very entertaining piece of this ensemble show. The same goes with Oswald, whose absence of development has made me curious about how his arc will affect the city of Gotham when he makes his return.
‘Tusk’: Protege of the Human Centipede

Nick Felezzola
Contributing Writer

Photo Courtesy of Wikipedia.org

Tusk, the latest work from writer/director Kevin Smith (Clerks, Chasing Amy, Red State), is a bizarre film. It’s worth a rental for that reason alone. You’ve never seen anything quite like it. Unfortunately, oddity doesn’t exactly equal quality.

Justin Long stars as Wallace Bryton, who co-hosts the mean-spirited “Not-See Party” podcast with his friend, Teddy Craft (Haley Joel Osment). In each episode, the two find embarrassing videos online and ridicule the people involved with them. The film opens with the two mocking the latest Internet celebrity, the Kill Bill Kid. Shortly after, Wallace travels to Canada to attempt to interview the viral star. Once he discovers that he can’t, he decides to stay in the country for an extra day to find another person to interview. He stumbles upon an ad at a bar posted by Howard Howe (Michael Parks) offering a free place to stay and interesting stories to hear. With his interests piqued, Wallace makes the trip up to Howard’s remote home. However, Wallace soon learns that Howard has more sinister plans in mind; he wants to transform Wallace into a walrus.

Back in the United States, Ally Leon (Genesis Rodriguez), Wallace’s girlfriend, grows increasingly worried as days go by without any contact with Wallace. Eventually, she and Teddy begin to devise a rescue mission. The two travel to Canada to recruit the Inspector Clouseau-inspired ex-cop Guy Lapointe (Johnny Depp) to help them track down Wallace.

That may seem like a promising premise for fun, goofy horror-comedy, but these elements are implemented poorly. Good horror-comedies, such as Edgar Wright’s Shaun of the Dead and James Gunn’s Slither, manage to blend their horror and comedic elements seamlessly. Tusk, on the other hand, keeps them mostly separate. Alternating scenes switch between comedy and horror. There are a few genuinely haunting scenes and some funny moments, but the transitions between them seem especially jarring. Guy’s introduction is the perfect example of this. Immediately following one of the film’s most horrific moment, this introduction takes viewers to the complete opposite end of the spectrum for a lengthy, goofy introduction. While it does provide backstory for the character, it drags on for far too long and stops the movie dead in its tracks. Transitions like those make Tusk feel constantly at odds with itself.

Smith’s problems with flashbacks are evident in other parts of the film as well. Like Guy’s introduction, they serve to provide viewers with more information about the characters. These scenes, however, seem like they would work better towards the beginning of the film before the tension ramps up. Peppering these flashbacks between tense moments only slows the film’s momentum.

It’s a shame because in spite of these problems, Tusk manages to do several things very well. Smith has never seemed more confident behind the camera. Instead of utilizing the simple point-and-shoot style that marked his earlier works, he moves the camera to ratchet up the tension. He even manages to wring impressive performances out of Long and Rodriguez. Parks is as great as ever and delivers a harrowing performance that manages to make his character into more than just a cartoonish villain.

Nothing else, Tusk shows that Smith is growing as a director. He is clearly pushing himself out of his raunchy, minimalist comfort zone into uncharted territory. All we can do is hope that he aligns the pieces better next time.
Field Hockey Keeps NJAC Pace

Win over Kean in NJAC opener sets strong pace

Mike Panepinto
Staff Writer

The MSU women’s field hockey team won two games and lost over the past two weeks. The Red Hawks are currently ranked #9 according to the National Field Hockey Coaches Association Division III poll. MSU also opened NJAC play this past week.

Montclair State played on Sept. 20 against the SUNY Cortland Red Dragons in Cortland, N.Y. With about five minutes left in the half, sophomore forward Gianna Moglino found the net to give MSU the 1-0 lead going into intermission. After a score by Cortland to tie the game at one each, Moglino connected with senior defender and captain Joelle Butrico, who tallied a goal for MSU and put them up 2-1. Cortland struck a minute later to tie the game. The contest went into overtime. In the extra period, captain and senior defender Abby Erler hooked up with junior forward and fellow captain Maura Johnston, who then notched the game-winning score to give Montclair State a 3-2 victory. MSU outshot SUNY-Cortland 17-8 during the match. The Red Hawks also had 10 penalty corners to the Red Dragons’ six. Montclair State is the only team to give Cortland a home loss so far this season. The Red Hawks have won the past three games they played against the Red Dragons.

The following contest happened on Sept. 24 at home against the Kean University Cougars. This game marked the beginning of league play around the NJAC. Roughly 10:45 into the game, freshman forward Karslyn Strauss notched a goal to give the Red Hawks a 1-0 advantage. A few minutes later, sophomore forward Danielle Butrico scored off a rebound from the goalkeeper, extending the margin to 2-0. After Kean got on the board, Johnston stepped up and found the back of the net to return Montclair State’s lead back to two goals. Less than two minutes into the second half, Johnston scored, putting MSU up 4-1. Moglino capped the onslaught with a tally of her own to give the Red Hawks a 5-1 victory.

Montclair State attempted 11 more shots than the Cougars (21-10). Most of those 10 shots (9) came from Johnston until the closing minutes of the match. Dating back to 2011, MSU has a 4-0 record against Kean. The Red Hawks have recovered the Cougars 16-4 during those four contests.

Montclair State’s final match of last week was against #5 Middlebury College at the neutral site of Albany, N.Y. on Sept. 28. MSU outscored their opponents 5-1 but more than they bargained for and fell to the Panthers 9-1. Their lone goal came in the first half when Moglino got the assist on a goal converted by Johnston.

Starting junior goalkeeper Rebeka Breholde finished with eight saves for Montclair State during the match. The loss snapped a five-game winning streak for MSU. Middlebury outshot the Red Hawks 26-7. Johnston was selected as the NJAC Offensive Player of the Week on Monday. She had three goals for Montclair State last week during their two contests. Johnston is third in the conference in game-winning scores with three. “We had a tough weekend, but we’re looking to bounce back,” said head coach Beth Guttman. The Red Hawks’ next game is Oct. 1 in Hoboken against the Stevens Institute of Technology Ducks at 6 p.m. (Results were not available at press time). Montclair State will also write another chapter in a storied rivalry on Oct. 3 at 7 p.m. in Wayne versus the William Paterson Flourivs. Montclair State is currently tied for second place with the Rowan Profs at 1-0 in conference games. TCNJ continues their strong field hockey season with only one loss overall and 2-0 in the conference.  

Montclair State would then travel to Mahar to take on the Ramapo Roadrunners on the last day of September. The Red Hawks dropped the four-set affair at the Bradley Center.

The Red Hawks currently stand in sixth place in the NJAC standings with their record of 14-6 overall and 1-2 in conference matches. Richard Stockton continues to dominate with an overall record of 18-3 and 4-0 in the NJAC as they look for yet another conference title. Ramapo sits in second place with an overall record of 16-3 (5-0) while Kean sits in third with a 10-5 overall record. Their conference record, which ultimately is the deciding factor, is 2-1. William Paterson is in fourth with a 12-3 (2-2) record. Rutgers-Newark rounds out the teams in fifth with a 10-5 (2-2) record.

The Red Hawks will have a little bit more time in between matches with only two this upcoming week compared to the five they took part in this past weekend. They will face Hunter College on Thursday, Oct. 2 at home.
Who’s Hot This Week

Courtney Matlock
Outside Hitter - Volleyball
Matlock earned All-Tournament honors for her performance in the Lycoming Tip-Off Classic and registered 54 kills in four matches.

Brian Cullen
Forward - Mens Soccer
Cullen registered two goals and two assists in three wins against New Jersey City, Richard Stockton and Brooklyn College.

Current Stats
Goals - 4
Assists - 2
Shots Per Game - 3.2

Who’s Hot This Week

Current Stats
2.89 Kills Per Set
61 Sets Played
1.07 Digs Per Set

Game of the Week

Mens Soccer vs. TCNJ
Oct. 4, 6 p.m.
MSU Soccer Park
The Red Hawks will take on TCNJ in an NJAC Matchup. As of the end of September, Montclair State is tied for first in the conference with a perfect 2-0 record.

For updates, check out: www.montclairathletics.com.

Red Hawk Round Up

Football
Montclair State’s football team had their bye week last week as they will prepare to face off against William Paterson in Wayne, N.J. It will be Montclair State’s first NJAC game of the season and will look to use the momentum they gained from their win against Division II Lincoln University on Sept. 20 at Sprague Field.
Montclair State is currently tied for second with William Paterson in the NJAC standings. Morrisville State played last week in their first NJAC game and defeated SUNY-Cortland. As the only teams to play an NJAC game to this point, they are in first and last, respectively.

Mens Soccer
The Red Hawks took on New Jersey City University at Sprague field on Sept. 24 and won 2-0 on goals from Maxx Wurzbuerger and Jake Seaman to bounce back from their loss to Messiah College and improve their record to 5-3 overall, 1-0 in the NJAC and 2-2 at home.
The Red Hawks then traveled to Brooklyn to take on Brooklyn College. Montclair State cruised to an 8-1 victory. They will travel to William Paterson on Oct. 1 and play at MSU Soccer Park on Oct. 4 against TCNJ, both NJAC conference contests.

Thomas Formosa
Sports Editor
Volleyball Fights Hard Over Weekend

Red Hawks split their matches in Lycoming Tip-Off Classic

Thomas Formoso
Sports Editor

The Lady Red Hawks traveled to Williamsport, PA, to participate in the Lycoming Tip-Off Classic at Lycoming College. They were fresh off their first New Jersey Athletic Conference win against Rowan and improved their conference record to 1-1.

The first match took place on Friday, Sept. 26 at 4 p.m. against the host. The Red Hawks, in what was officially a road match rather than a neutral venue match, dropped three sets and only won one. Despite Montclair State winning the first set 25-17, Lycoming rattled off sets of 25-22, 23-19 and 25-23 to improve to 11-7. Montclair State lost 26-18, 30-28 and 25-23, falling to 6-12.

The second game was against TCNJ on Saturday, Oct. 4, in Ewing, N.J. The Red Hawks took advantage of TCNJ's weakness early in the game as they dominated the Lions 2-0, 25-21, 25-23. Montclair State's offense was much stronger against TCNJ, leading to a 7-0 record in conference.

The third game against Ramapo was a close match, with TCNJ winning 2-1, 25-21, 17-25, 27-25, 15-13. Although TCNJ had the edge in the first two sets, Montclair State came back to win the last two sets.

The fourth game was against Rutgers-Newark, where Montclair State won 2-1, 25-22, 25-17, 21-25. Montclair State's offense was much stronger against Rutgers-Newark, leading to a 7-0 record in conference.

The fifth game was against New Jersey City, where Montclair State won 2-1, 25-13, 13-25, 10-25. Montclair State's defense was much stronger against New Jersey City, leading to a 7-0 record in conference.

The sixth game was against Kean, where Montclair State won 2-1, 25-21, 25-22, 21-25. Montclair State's offense was much stronger against Kean, leading to a 7-0 record in conference.

The seventh game was against TCNJ, where Montclair State won 2-1, 25-17, 25-19, 21-25. Montclair State's defense was much stronger against TCNJ, leading to a 7-0 record in conference.

During the mid-2000s, the womens soccer team saw a series of mediocre seasons. The team had a losing or tying record in '05, '06, '09 and '10 and only saw one trip to the NCAA tournament in the seven-year span of 2005-2011. However, the group of athletes from 2004 made it so they would always be remembered.

The Red Hawks took on TCNJ in Ewing, N.J. on Nov. 6, 2004 for the NJAC conference championship game. They went into the game as underdogs. TCNJ had won every single NJAC championship since the tournament was established in 1999, including a 3-0 win over MSU the previous year. However, the Red Hawks would soon decide five straight wins in a row were too many for TCNJ.

Montclair State held its scoreless regulation lead after Red Hawk Shirah Jung out netted her PK attempt. MSU goalkeeper Kristin Ferdmano in charge of the Lions' fate. As if out of nowhere, Kuhmann brought the game into overtime. MSU midfielder Kuhmann came up big in the second round of PKs by stopping the Lions next scoring attempt. Montclair State forward Kelly Dakte, capitalized off her teammate's save and put the ball away, giving MSU the 2-0 edge over the Lions.

TCNJ would finally find their way past Kuhmann during the third round of penalty kicks, but it would not be for long. Montclair State's Jose Amendola secured MSU's third goal of PKs, leaving TCNJ's Dana Derringer in charge of the Lions' fate. As if out of nowhere, Kuhmann brought the game into overtime. MSU midfielder Kuhmann came up big in the second round of PKs by stopping the Lions next scoring attempt. Montclair State forward Kelly Dakte, capitalized off her teammate's save and put the ball away, giving MSU the 2-0 edge over the Lions.
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